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PET Exam Practice Materials
For each Unit of QSE Pre-Intermediate there is an exam practice test in the style of the
Cambridge ESOL Preliminary English Test (PET). These practice tests are found on pages 146 to
161. They are in addition to the many activities in the course which follow the aims and principles
of the Cambridge examinations. The PET Exam is set at the Council of Europe’s Common European
Framework of Reference (CEF) Level B1. This in turn was based on the Threshold Level (1990).
Teachers accustomed to the Threshold Level will find that QSE Pre-Intermediate is designed to
cover all of its main elements. At the back of this Teacher’s Guide there are two lists of 'Can-do'
statements, one for the teacher’s reference and the other self-assessment by students. These are
derived from the CEF Level B1. Please note that they do not pretend to be comprehensive (a full
list is available from the Council of Europe website
(http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/CADREEN.asp).
The PET Exams covers all four skills. The authors have chosen to practice particularly the Reading
and Speaking sections of the examination in these photocopiable pages. The Listening and Writing
components are extensively covered in the Student’s Book and Workbook. There is an answer key
to the PET Exams on pages 194-195 of this book.
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of 16 Units
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Unit-by-Unit Test Materials
For each Unit of QSE Pre-Intermediate there is a two page Quick Smart Test (see pages 162193). Each of these Tests marks the students’ progress in Vocabulary, Reading, Language
(grammar) and Pronunciation. These photocopiable tests are in addition to the two Progress
Tests in the Workbook (pages 20-21 and 38-39). The Quick Smart Tests have been designed
to revise the work covered in each Unit, but present it in a slightly different context – still
retaining the format of exercises that students will encounter in various examinations.
Each of the Quick Smart Tests is marked out of 30 points. This scoring makes it easy for students
to check their own progress. The marking scheme for the individual sections (Vocabulary,
Language etc) varies, but the overall total for each Test is the same.
There is an answer key to the Tests at the back of this Teacher’s Guide (see pages 196-197).
This key can be used either by the teacher marking the Tests, or by the students themselves.
The authors have a slight preference for self-assessment, and encourage students to compete
against themselves, rather than against each other for the highest mark in the class. Teachers
can suggest that students keep their Tests in a folder, so they can see how they are improving.
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Unit can be photocopied for
the whole class
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Reading Tests with
individual scores

Language and
Pronunciation Tests
with individual scores

All Quick Smart Tests are
marked out of 30 points
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